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×× welcome to the show

This process book walks you through the formation of my senior 

capstone—from idea in-passing to full-fledged, interactive desktop 

prototype. You’ll be guided through a chronology of processes that 

I used to identify, develop, and refine the AllCity concept— 

enriched by a collection of visual snapshots which documents 

each stage of development.

I strongly encourage you to experience the AllCity desktop prototype 

first-hand—to get a glimpse at all that is offered by Cincinnati’s 

vibrant world of street art, and to discover the artists and organi- 

zations dedicated to pushing its boundaries. Above all, I hope that 

AllCity leaves you with an elevated awareness and appreciation for 

public street art, and for the experience that it offers.

– Michael Zalla

A journey of a 
thousand miles begins 
with a single step…”

“

welcome 
to allcity
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×capstone project requirements

DAAP’s Graphic Communication Design “capstone” project gives 

students the opportunity to single-handedly identify, research, 

and solve a communication design problem over the course of 

their final two course semesters.

To meet these goals, students are expected to demonstrate their 

competencies in critical thinking, effective communication, social 

responsibility, and information literacy.

“The senior capstone project  
  is expected to serve as the  
  student’s most significant  
  contribution to their  
  academic design portfolio.” 
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 1. opportunity   
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×× early topics exploration

The second-last semester introduces students to the capstone 

project by challenging them to first identify, and then become an 

expert in, a chosen problem space. Through extensive research, 

planning, and self-management, students ultimately develop a 

practical design proposal that they must present to faculty in 

GRCD. These comprehensive, self-defined student projects follow 

a general sequence of steps including:

• Problem-seeking

• Problem identification and definition

• Research and analysis

• Project planning and initial development

pick your poison
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×early topics exploration

Research began with an initial group brainstorming session. 

Our group took a top-down approach to exploring potential prob-

lem spaces, in which we loosely generated collections of subjects, 

issues, and controversies surrounding several high-level themes.

Common focuses included—

• Agriculture

• Energy

• Government

• Healthcare

• Entertainment

• Technology

• Environmentalism

• Transportation

A breadth-first search for 
potential problem spaces
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××
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×early topics exploration

This high-level exploration led me to develop a list of over thirty 

potential problem spaces (or topics) that I could explore. Below 

are the three topics that I primarily considered for my capstone—

targeting the 
problem space

• Interactive education is slowly receiving more and more attention 

from education theorists and the media. Recently, the most success-

ful platforms for online education offer linearly-structured courses 

in which “progress” is defined by the correctness of user input. Could 

these same technologies be used to teach more qualitative topics 

through a non-linear curriculum that encourages exploration?

• Many art museums and cultural centers offer information and tours 

to spread knowledge about each piece, its artist or creator, as well as 

notes about the historic or cultural context in which the piece was 

introduced. But what about society’s informal exhibitions – street art. 

How could the works of these “invisible artists” be formally recognized 

and appreciated within a certain city or district?

• Most DAAP students will only receive information about a co-op 

position through employers; yet, each semester, hundreds of design 

students return from co-ops from all over the country. How can DAAP 

students benefit from each other’s experiences, so that they can make 

more informed decision-making during the stressful co-op search?
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×× focusing the problem

With support from my capstone professor, I selected the decon- 

textualized nature of public street art as my working problem 

space. Once chosen, my next task was to develop the brief.

Students’ capstone briefs are a series of sequentially refined intro-

ductions to their chosen problem spaces. A brief should provide a 

succint problem statement, followed by general information about 

the topic—such that it communicates clearly to faculty and peers.

Through these briefs, students offer initial proposals for how their 

solution will exist as a system. Proposals include a description of 

the solution’s primary audience, as well as of the individual 

design components that will form the system.

the brief
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×

Midway through the semester, students were asked to present their 

working concepts to members of the GRCD faculty. This exercised 

the student’s ability to clearly and succinctly articulate his or her 

concept to the uninitiated audience. Items communicated through 

these presentations included a problem statement, its relevant 

audience(s), the set of components designed to overcome the 

problem, and the set of desired results.

Feedback from my first presentation to faculty led me to choose 

Cincinnati as the focus city of my concept. Researching this com- 

munity helped me identify the hierarchy of stakeholders.

I chose Cincinnati’s working professionals as a primary audience to 

target. I also highlighted digital and environmental components as 

potential pieces to my solution.

stepping up 
to the plate

concept proposals

GRCD 4010   |    DESIGN METHODOLOGIES IIMichael Zalla

Sharing the Works of Cincinnati’s Invisible Artists

GRCD 4010   |    DESIGN METHODOLOGIES IIMichael Zalla

P R O B L E M  S T A T E M E N T

The opportunity for Cincinnati’s urban communities to 
appreciate informal, environmental works of art – known 
in this case as “street art” – is hindered by the genre’s 
inherently impermanent, unguarded, and unadvertised 
nature. These communities lack a channel of information 
necessary to enjoy street art holistically, so that the 
contextual value of each piece is not lost on the viewer.

GRCD 4010   |    DESIGN METHODOLOGIES IIMichael Zalla GRCD 4010   |    DESIGN METHODOLOGIES IIMichael Zalla

GRCD 4010   |    DESIGN METHODOLOGIES IIMichael Zalla

Identifying the 
Stakeholders

Cincinnati’s 
General Public

Local Artists

Art Curators

Urban Residents

Art Institutions

City of Cincinnati

Local BenefactorsCity Visitors

Increased awareness and 

appreciation for local art and the 

culture which it reflects creates a 

stronger urban identity, and brings 

those who view it closer together. 

It also supports local artists in their 

pursuits while offering a richer and 

more inviting experience to new 

residents and visitors.

Ultimately, this improves our 

understanding of our own 

communal identity.

Art Enthusiasts

GRCD 4010   |    DESIGN METHODOLOGIES IIMichael Zalla

We know that great art makes 
downtown more attractive to 
residents, visitors and workers 
who want to spend more time 
and money downtown … 
It’s a win-win for everyone.

DAVID GINSBURG, CEO

Downtown Cincinnati, Inc.

Michael Zalla
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××

Subsequent revisions to my brief led me to a re-focusing of my 

concept. Instead of focusing on the temporality of public street art, 

I chose to concetrate instead on the lack of informative context 

inherent to its typical presentation.

For the first presentation, I had suggested Writing on the Walls—

Sharing the Works of Cincinnati’s Invisible Artists as a working title. 

However, the focus of my problem had begun to shift away from 

the artists themselves, to focus instead on the public.

After considering the project and its requirements, I also 

developed a tentative order of tasks necessary to complete 

my capstone within the time constraints.

rinse & repeat

concept proposals
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×concept proposals
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××

During the final week of the first semester, students were asked to 

present their refined concepts to faculty. In addition to commun-

cating previous key elements, these final proposals placed greater 

focus on the student’s solution concepts, and any progress towards 

their development.

One goal of my final presentation was to communicate ideas for 

my one primary and three secondary components. Not all of these 

components became part of my second-semester efforts, but each 

played a role in shaping my understanding of my problem and 

audience. Component were articulated through a set of hand-

drawn user stories which illustrated a component in action.

capstone proposals

round 2

W A L L S
“... a profound emotional 

connection between humans 
and their physical environment”

missing  
inf_rmati_n ...

—» M E A N S «—

context-free 
P R E S E N T A T I O N

—    C A N  H E L P  V I E W E R S    —

F R A M E
≈≈≈≈ a piece ≈≈≈≈

My solution specifically targets 

Cincinnati’s working professionals, 

ages twenty to fifty

The problem affects anyone who 

finds themselves experiencing 

downtown Cincinnati

solut ion object ives

Help build a future in which Cincinnati's citizens 
actively benefit from art not only as a medium 
for expression, but as an artifact that can widen 
understanding of their own local identity. 
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×downtown field photography

While co-oping in Over-the-Rhine, I gathered examples of 

compelling street art for my project—taking special interest 

in how each piece activated its respective setting.
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××

 2. research   
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××

Following the end of my fifth and final co-op, I kicked off the 

semester with a slide presentation directed at my peers in 

Methodologies III. Designed as a concept refresher, it helped me 

to identify potential ambiguities in the description of my project. 

It also generated initial impressions and feedback from my peers, 

which I used to guide my next steps in the design process.

At this point, every student was expected to have defined a brief 

statement that effectively summarized the problem which they 

are trying to solve. My statement read as follows:

context refresher

“the opportunity for Cincinnati 
  residents and visitors to learn 
  from street art is hindered 
  by the genre’s unadvertised 
  presentation that lacks 
  supporting information.” 
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×

To overcome this problem, I proposed a set of two components 

—a desktop web platform and a mobile app—which could work 

together to make public street art more reachable and more 

informative for my audience.

My presentation also included a set of high-level goals for the 

project; evolving with no specific component in mind, these goals 

helped to describe the relationship between audience, solution, 

and the community at large. By meeting these goals, I could verify 

whether or not my project was correctly addressing the challenges 

present in my problem space.

context refresher

“The platform should give members of Cincinnati’s downtown commu-
nity immediate access to information necessary for appreciating works 
of street art as reflections of the city’s past, present, and future.”

“The platform should promote a future in which Cincinnati’s citizen 
actively benefit from art not only as a medium for expression, but as 
an artifact that can widen their understanding of our local identity.”

“The platform should foster an increased mutual awareness 
of sharing a single environment between diverse associations.”

success criteria
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×× benchmarking the solution space

Having communicated my general project goals to the class, I was 

asked to begin implementing my solution using the set of design 

skills and sensibilities earned over my five years in DAAP. This jour-

ney began as a research phase, which I used to better understand 

my solution’s audience, content, and competitors.

In order to identify potential value opportunities for my solution, 

I conducted a survey of existing digital platforms for curating art. 

The following pages include some of my analyses of platforms 

relevant to this space.
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@TODO Competitor analysis, remarks, strengths, and weaknesses

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do eius-

mod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua. Ut enim 

ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut 

aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis aute irure dolor in repre-

henderit in voluptate velit esse cillum dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur. 

Excepteur sint occaecat cupidatat non proident, sunt in culpa qui 

officia deserunt mollit anim id est laborum.

artworks 
cincinnati

benchmarking the solution space
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××

@TODO Competitor analysis, remarks, strengths, and weaknesses

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do eius-

mod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua. Ut enim 

ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut 

aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis aute irure dolor in repre-

henderit in voluptate velit esse cillum dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur. 

Excepteur sint occaecat cupidatat non proident, sunt in culpa qui 

officia deserunt mollit anim id est laborum.

Portfolio of 
Mike perry

benchmarking the solution space
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@TODO Competitor analysis, remarks, strengths, and weaknesses

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do eius-

mod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua. Ut enim 

ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut 

aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis aute irure dolor in repre-

henderit in voluptate velit esse cillum dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur. 

Excepteur sint occaecat cupidatat non proident, sunt in culpa qui 

officia deserunt mollit anim id est laborum.

Portfolio of 
Matt W. Moore

benchmarking the solution space
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××

@TODO Competitor analysis, remarks, strengths, and weaknesses

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do eius-

mod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua. Ut enim 

ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut 

aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis aute irure dolor in repre-

henderit in voluptate velit esse cillum dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur. 

Excepteur sint occaecat cupidatat non proident, sunt in culpa qui 

officia deserunt mollit anim id est laborum.

Portfolio of 
Jenny Ustick

benchmarking the solution space
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@TODO Competitor analysis, remarks, strengths, and weaknesses

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do eius-

mod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua. Ut enim 

ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut 

aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis aute irure dolor in repre-

henderit in voluptate velit esse cillum dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur. 

Excepteur sint occaecat cupidatat non proident, sunt in culpa qui 

officia deserunt mollit anim id est laborum.

VisuaLingual

benchmarking the solution space
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××

With a clear set of goals for my project, I began collecting visual 

inspiration to support the development of a visual language— 

including a brand identity and a typographic system. This helped 

facilitate discussions about potential aesthetic directions and 

rhetorical tones for communicating my capstone solution.

I used two private Pinterest boards to store and organize my 

inspiration: “Capstone Branding”, and “Capstone Type & Layout”.

good artists copy

design inspiration - pinterest
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remarks 
on branding

design inspiration - visual brand

A brand identity can be considered one (visual) component of 

an information system: branding serves to contextualize, familiar-

ize, and guide users through their exposures to the system. This 

is especially true when users experience the system over multiple 

incidents or in different contexts.

This can introduce a challenge: a the designer must synthesize a 

visual brand with other visual content in a manner that enhances 

the overall system—without incorporating competition or conflict.

This challenge is reduced if the visual designer has or wants full 

control over each piece of content that enters the system. For 

scalable systems, however, it may be the case that content will be 

sourced and incorporated by other individuals or agents. In these 

cases, the designer must carefully consider exactly how the brand 

will interact with content.
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×× design inspiration - visual brand
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×design inspiration - visual brand
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××

As a communication piece, my capstone project is closely focused 

on curating experiences that are heavily visual. These experiences 

are built on top of existing works of art, and serve to augment and 

extend a user’s interactions with these pieces.

For my capstone, visuals should remain the dominant form of 

content. Informational extensions of a piece of art should in no 

way distract, obscure, or diminish the viewer’s experience, regard-

less of whether they are seeing the piece in the physical or virtual 

space.

design inspiration - type & layout

image & type
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×design inspiration - type & layout
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××

Also at this stage, I collected visual representations of my solution’s 

target audience—Cincinnati’s young working professionals be-

tween the ages of twenty and fifty. This gave me a chance to better 

understand who my solution would benefit, and to better under-

stand their lifestyles, behaviors, and needs.

In order to find the most accurate visual representations of my 

audience, I used several online services to search Instagram for 

photos that had been uploaded in Cincinnati. Thus, my original set 

of visuals featured young professionals in some of Cincinnati’s most 

recognizable environments, including Fountain Square, Washing-

ton Park, and Findlay Market.

design inspiration - audience

know your 
audience
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×

The following were some initial observations made about my 

target audience which helped me to determine what kinds of 

components would be most effective to include in my solution:

• Cincinnati’s young professionals are the most likely to experience 
the city’s street art coincidentally during their time downtown.

• Cincinnati’s young professionals follow a relatively regimented 
workday schedule, with little time spent exploring new areas.

• Cincinnati’s young professionals congregate in transportation- 
oriented spaces.

• Cincinnati’s young professionals are a good candidate demo- 
graphic for individual outreach and engagement through direct 
digital channels.

design inspiration - audience

good-to-know’s
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The Golden Muse (2012)

The Golden Muse is a full-sized wall mural depicting the epony-
mous female afflatus holding her stylus and parchment, spawning 
ribbons of musical notes which flow around her figure and reach 
out to the viewer. The notes references Aaron Copeland’s celebrated 
“Fanfare for the Common Man”, originally written for the Cincin-
naty Symphony Orchestra and performed at Music Hall in 1942.

F R O M  T H E  A RT I S T

“Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipisicing elit, sed do 
eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua.”

A RT I S T ( S )

The Golden Muse was painted by artist and educator Tim Parsley, 
supported by a team of ArtWorks apprentices and teaching assis-
tants—

Project Manager: Tim Parsley

Teaching Assistant(s): Christian Dallas, Paul Loehle

Youth Apprentices: Stacia Chapman, Keegan Courtney, Jessie 
Fisher, Julianna Hofmann, Thomas Mitchell, Miyka Taylor, 
 Joseph Trame, Joseph Tran

A B O U T  T H E  A RT I S T

Tim Parsley is a Summa Cum Laude BFA graduate from the Uni-
versity of Cincinnati’s College of DAAP. Tim has served part-time 
as a project manager for Cincinnati’s ArtWorks mural initiative and 
a crew member at the Contemporary Arts Center. Tim currently 
also serves as Assistant Director of the Manifest Drawing Center 
Studio in East Walnut Hills. View Tim’s other works at 
http://timparsley.com.

A S S O C I AT I O N S

This mural was created through the Cincinnati ArtWorks 
initiative, as part of the Taft Museum’s 80th Anniversary 
Celebration, titled “Art for All”.

L O C AT I O N  ( “ H O W  T O  F I N D  M E ” )

Overlooks the Emanuel Center parking lot at 13th & Race, 
across the street of Washington Park in Over-the-Rhine, 
Cincinnati.

✴ 28 West 13th Street, Cincinnati, OH 45202

I N F L U E N C E S

The muse is aesthetically inspired by an 18th-century mantel 
clock that is part of the Taft Museum’s permanent collection 
of art. The influence of Aaron Copeland’s “Fanfare for the 
Common Man” reflects a unique piece of Cincinnati’s local 
history.

N E A R B Y  W O R K S

The Vision of Samuel Hannaford by Scott Donaldson.
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Ode To A Tagger (2014)

Ode to a Tagger is a complex and fascinating expression of pop, 
urban, and consumer cultures. The full-scale mural depicts a large 
Goldeberg-esque construction of highly identifyable objects (cell 
phones, stereos, fire hydrants and cigarette packaging, to name a 
few) brought together in unison through semi-logical relationships, 
and the works’ bright blue-and-gold palette. The dark, expansive, 
and cosmic backdrop pushes the items away from the wall, adding 
to the illusion of depth in the piece.

F R O M  T H E  A RT I S T

“Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipisicing elit, sed do 
eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua.”

A RT I S T ( S )

Ode to a Tagger was painted by Higher Level Art, an artistic collec-
tive based in the Greater Cincinnati Area. It was the seventh mural 
done by the group for the Know Theatre of Cincinnati.

A B O U T  T H E  A RT I S T

Higher Level Art is a collective of artists specializing in murals and 
exhibition art. HLA have completed many client pieces as well as 
public arts projects. Their work has appeared in skateparks, class-
rooms, and even vehicles. See their works at http://www.higherlev-
elart.com.

A S S O C I AT I O N

The mural was created during OTR’s 11th annual Fringe Festival, a 
twelve-day performing arts event held in Cincinnati in 2014. The 
Cincinnati Fringe Festival series began in 2003 with combined 
efforts from the Cincinnati Shakespeare Company and festival 
co-founders Jason Bruffy and Jeff Syroney. In 2007, the festival had 
officially become part of the Know Theatre’s annual programming. 
Learn more about Fringe by visiting http://www.cincyfringe.com.

L O C AT I O N  ( “ H O W  T O  F I N D  M E ” )

Located inside of the parking lot between the Art Academy of Cin-
cinnati and the Know Theatre of Cincinnati, one block east of the 
Ensemble Theatre in Over-the-Rhine, Cincinnati.

✴ 1186 Jackson Street, Cincinnati, OH 45202

N E A R B Y  W O R K S

Ice Cream Daydream by Amanda Checco, PM (ArtWorks).

Michael Zalla34 of 70

××

The value of my capstone solution rests on its ability to deliver 

relevant supporting information for each piece that it exhibits. 

Therefore, researching a few such pieces in-depth, in order to 

identify commonalities in the information available for each 

peice, proved to be a valuable step towards developing 

effective information structures.

In short, these case studies helped me to determine the set of 

information that a viewer would need access to, in order to better 

understand and engage with the art. I used the resulting informa-

tion structure to direct desktop and mobile ideations.

curation case studies

case studies
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Revival (2014)

Revival is an artistic crowning of Cincinnati as the “Queen City”  
of brewing. It celebrates the contributions that brewing has brought 
zto the city’s development, and the opportunities it brings for its 
future. The mural now acts as a dramatic gateway for visitors into 
Cincinnati’s Brewery District, a nationally recognized historic 
neighborhood.

F R O M  T H E  A RT I S T

“[T]he earth has given us the raw materials from which we created 
and built an industry, culture and city ... ‘blue collar’, yet urban 
and contemporary” —Keith Neltner

A RT I S T ( S )

Revival was designed by artist Keith Neltner (of Neltner Small 
Batch), and was executed by a team of fifteen artists and youth 
apprentices through Cincinnati’s ArtWorks initiative—

Project Manager: Nate Weikert

Teaching Assistant(s): Allison Smith, Taylor Carpenter

Youth Apprentices: Tabetha Chaney, Tiara Harmon, Jessica 
Holtman, Sydney Jenkins, Zoe Kosztala, Traci Listo, Erica Luedtke, 
Edwin Miller, Arthur Newberry, Alexandria Russell, Adrian 

Vergara, Stephen Wheeler

A B O U T  T H E  A RT I S T

Keith Neltner is a verteran of the arts and crafts (brewing) scenes 
around Cincinnati. For over fifteen years, Keith has worked at and 
with local design firms like Landor, LPK, and Possible on brands 
like Wrigley, Hershey, and Jim Bean. Keith is the chief operator 
and design at Neltner Small Batch, a Cincinnati design firm located 
down the road from the farm where he grew up.

A S S O C I AT I O N

Revival was created through the Cincinnati ArtWorks initiative, in 
partnership with the Brewery District Community Redevelopment 
Corporation (http://www.otrbrewerydistrict.org/).

L O C AT I O N  ( “ H O W  T O  F I N D  M E ” )

The mural exists on the side of the headquarters of Roadtrippers, 
one of Cincinnati’s fastest-growing startup companies. The mural 
is a seven-minute walk from the historic Findlay Market.

✴ 131 E McMicken Ave, Cincinnati, OH 45202

I N F L U E N C E S

The mural was inspired by the incredible craft beer resurengence 
that’s occurring now in Cincinnati. The “Earth rewards” headline 
communicates that “the earth has given us the raw materials from 
whcih we created and built an industry” (Neltner). The mural’s site 
used to be home to the Schmidt Brothers / Crown Brewery, which 
closed in 1925, six years after the Probation began.

N E A R B Y  W O R K S

OTR Vine by Jenny Ustick, PM (ArtWorks).
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 2. branding   
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×× ×

A brandmark is typically the single most defining component of 

a brand identity. The visual language reflected in the mark (form, 

color, etc) can be extended to peripheral branding of content, data 

presentation, way-finding, marketing, etc—such that we arrive at a 

solution that is effective and reliable.

Inspirations for my early brand ideations included—

• Urban fashion and streetwear brands

• City wayfinding and signage

• Painted stencils and templates

brandmark development

branding allcity
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For my project, the highly visual nature of my content warranted 

a brand that was either (a) highly adaptable, such that it could 

re-manifest itself in different surroundings, or (b) highly defined, 

such that it was strongly divorced from surrounding content— 

spatially and/or aesthetically.

Directions for my second-round brand ideations included—

• Geometric ideation (no wordmark)

• Partial information ideation (partial wordmark)

• Container-based ideation (square, rectangle, circle, tag, etc)

brandmark development

survive and adapt
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×× brandmark development
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With input from my peers, I settled on the name AllCity to represent 

my solution. This term “all-city” was used by graffiti artists in the 

late 1980’s and early 90’s to describe a single artist’s achievement of 

completing pieces in every area of their city. Originally, this referred 

specifically to the five boroughs of New York City.

My first- and second-round sketches helped me to explore a wide 

breadth of possible marks. It also helped me to compare the effec-

tiveness of directions that were more rational and geometric with 

those that were more stylized and artistic.

brandmark development
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××

My next step in developing the brand involved using peer feedback 

to refine a smaller set of potential marks, considering their respec-

tive forms in a digital context in order to find a mark that fit well 

with my solution.

My third-round selections shared the use of rational letter-forms 

and strong container shapes, resulting in marks that were both 

defined and adaptabe. These were scanned into Illustrator and 

translated into concrete digital forms. I chose two of these marks 

—both involving stacked type—to refine further.

brandmark development

going digital
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The resulting forms offered a brand that could stand out amongst 

other sets of visuals that would be present in my solution. However, 

I felt that the digital, rational aspects of these marks lacked a con-

nection to the physicality and imprecision inherent to street art. I 

chose to explore additional treatments of the marks using physical 

media (in this case, paint) to bring these elements into the picture.

I also explored color treatments which used imagery to make more 

explicit connections between my brand and the art it was promoting.
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Typefaces also play a central role in branded information systems. 

They allow information to be communicated while at the same 

time informing our perceptions of the system’s aesthetic tones. 

One rule of thumb when developing typographic systems is to 

choose a small set of typefaces (typically 2) and assign specific 

typesetting rules to each category of element in the system.

My first step in defining a type system for AllCity was to collect 

a number of potential typefaces based on my existing criteria 

(rationality and visiblity), and compare them side-by-side. My goal 

was to identify one typeface that was appropriate for each primary 

role: display type, body copy, and supporting elements.

typographic system

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

B E B A S

M O H AV E

R A L E WAY

T R A C K

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U VW X Y Z

B O S U N
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First-round candidates for display type—

• Bebas

• Bosun

• Mohave

• Raleway

• Track

First-round candidates for copy—

• Minion Pro

• Garamond Premier Pro

First-round candidates for supporting information & labels—

• Montserrat

• Avenir

• Proxima Nova

typographic system

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

ABCDEFGH I J K LMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

M I N I O N  P R O

M O N T S E R R AT

AV E N I R

P R OX I M A  N O VA

N E X A

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

G A R A M O N D  P R E M I E R  P R O
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I was immediately drawn to Track as a candidate for display 

type. To me, Track was new and unconventional, and its bold, 

geometric forms offered a high level of visibility. Certain ele-

ments, such as its slightly rounded corners and signature slant-

ed crossbar, prevent the font from coming off as too utilitarian 

for my purposes.

I chose Garamond Premier Pro and Gotham to serve as fonts for 

my system’s body copy and supporting text, respectively. As a 

classic serif, Garamond offered a hint of formal, academic tone 

to my information

Like Tracks, Gotham offered geometric letterforms which re-

tained legibility even at a small point size. I found this typeface 

to work well for supporting information such as street addresses 

and navigation links.

typographic system

This is a heading

This is  a subheading

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed 
do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua. 
Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamco 
laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat.

THIS IS A LABEL

T R A C K ,  4 0 P T  ( 1 5 )

T R A C K ,  1 8 P T  ( 1 2 0)

G A R A M O N D  P R E M I E R  P R O ,  1 8 P T  ( 1 0 )

G A R A M O N D  P R E M I E R  P R O ,  1 0 ½ P T  ( 8 5 )
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Alongside the development of my brand, I began designing the 

information system comprised by my two components—a desktop 

web platform and a mobile app. Preliminary sketches for both com-

ponents helped me to think through how I could present similar 

kinds of information, such as artist bios, on screens with different 

size constraints. Together with my case studies, these exercises also 

helped me define what kinds of information or functionality would 

be useful to users of the platform.

design for desktop
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To get meaningful feedback on my ideas, I needed to translate 

them into concrete prototypes ready for testing. This helped me to 

validate not only the information I would present, but the manner 

in which it was presented.

My first two clickable prototypes were designed to let users 

experience the process of searching for works of art on a desktop, 

in a geographically-oriented context. Their testable features 

included searching by text query and previewing results.

design for desktop

the feedback loop
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The most resounding piece of feedback I recieved on these proto-

types was that I should move the focus of the search process away 

from geography, towards engaging visual representations of each 

work. In short, my users were asking, “Show me the art.”

For my third desktop prototype, I wanted to test a more compre-

hensive experience, taking a user through multiple locations on 

the site. I began by writing descriptions for the site’s high-level 

structure and features, and used these to define a small set of user 

stories focused on particular types of users (i.e., new users and 

returning users).

design for desktop

user stories
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The resulting prototype guided users from an initial landing page 

to a results page, allowing them to explore a set of results with dif-

ferent display settings. This time I devote significant screen space 

to representing each result visually.

The prototype followed a more traditional web layout, with header 

and footer navigation wrapping the contents of each view. It also 

featured a persistent searchbar as well as clickable filters to limit 

search results by area and by year.

The following pages document the process I took in designing the 

AllCity desktop web platform, including four views which are pres-

ent in the functional application: the landing view, the search view, 

and explore view, and the exhibit view.

design for desktop
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The main goal of the landing view is to offer context for the platform: 

its purposes as well as features. The page is designed to familiarize new 

users with the platform, and communicate its potential.

landing view
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The search view is designed to present users with a set of works relevant to 

their search. A grid of large thumbnails maximize visual interest, while hover 

states provide supporting information (e.g., titles and locations) without 

cluttering the view.

Executing the concept successfully means conquering an information 

retrieval problem. Users are never going to find these pieces in the environ-

ment if they can’t find them on the platform. Much of the early work for my 

prototype focused on developing a search model that would allow users to 

find art based on things that are important to them.

Through feedback, I learned that the search features most valued by users 

was the ability to find works by location and keyword. The decontextualized 

nature of this kind of art means that, often, a piece’s subject matter and 

surroundings are peoples’ primary means of identifying it for others. Using 

these bits of information to locate pieces in the system, users can find new 

information about their favorite works.

design for desktopdesign for desktop

search view
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The explore view gives users an alternative method of searching through 

pieces of public art by placing a focus on one piece of art at a time.

This design is ideal for the majority of users who wish to engage with 

the platform, but have little knowledge or interest in any particular 

piece. I wanted an area on the site where users could find something of 

interest out of the results, rather than giving results based on a specific 

query. Thus, the explore view was designed to fulfill a need for undirect-

ed navigation of works.

Because users would not need to scan visual descriptions of each result 

(as was the case for the search view), I could give greater visual focus to 

one work at a time. The resulting experience was similar to a traditional 

gallery walk.

design for desktop

explore view
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The exhibit view offers users a more in-depth look at a piece featured on the 

platform, and is the intended destination for users searching for a particular 

piece. The exhibit view contains several pieces of information relevant to the 

piece being exhibited, including a description of its subject matter and brief 

artist bios.

Some elements of my solution are influenced by assumptions about the 

nature of the content being showcased. Street art is bold and vibrant—its 

visuals are designed to capture the attentions of onlookers. Presenting this 

type of visual content as a collection—in a single digital space—takes 

special care. Visual, textual, and brand information must be presented in 

 unison without introducing conflict. I used borders and container shapes as 

a strategy for presenting these types of content side-by-side on a screen.

design for desktopdesign for desktop

exhibit view
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heading
Pid quas aciet occulpa voluptatia dolupitia nia vel modit, aruptat 

emporest, sus ditis imuscil ignisquatis de et lam quod qui bla velic-

ipsapit perro odi ad qui conecta dis cus cor suntet estruntia quam, 

siminctas coressit plibus imporumquia quae. Ipiduci nature ra sus-

tis nate maximinto eos aliciis ea dolesto tatiberem eaquis ut autem. 

Et et fuga. Nemquiam rerrum sit, tem quunt, conem eario. Nam 

rerio. Nam fugias sundit estia venectintiur apid mo con perumqui 

bea sam que et eatus sumquia quo totas sit, inis asitius andellique.
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